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To the Editor: In China, the pathological types such as mild lesion nephrosis (MLN), focal segmental glomerulosclerosis (FSGS), membranous nephropathy (MN), and IgA nephropathy (IgAN) are presented as common types in patients with chronic kidney disease (CKD).
[1] For identifying the special CKD pathological types, ultrasound-guided percutaneous renal biopsy is an important diagnostic tool for nephrologists. Clinically, the postbiopsy complications, such as gross hematuria caused by renal hemorrhage, low back pain or abdominal pain caused by perirenal hematoma, or mild fever, will occur in some patients. Further, some CKD patients are unfeasible to perform renal biopsy due to clinical contraindications. Here, a systematic method to evaluate or predict CKD pathological types by the statistical probabilities of clinical indices is proposed. The method is based on frequency differences regarding basic properties, clinical characteristics, and laboratory results of CKD patients. This study aimed to establish an alternative method for identifying CKD pathological types from a nontraumatic statistical perspective.
Data of 520 CKD patients from electronic medical databases of a tertiary referral hospital between July 2014 and July 2016 were collected retrospectively to perform the statistical prediction; those were diagnosed pathologically including MLN (n = 120), FSGS (n = 122), MN (n = 141), and IgAN (n = 137). Further, the indices of CKD cases were classified as basic characteristics, medical history, clinical signs, and laboratory results according to the corresponding standards, which were included in the list of predictive variables; detailed data were shown in Supplementary Materials.
In accordance with the principle of bi-directional accumulation dichotomy proposed by Yang et al., [2] The bi-directional probability in each patient can be calculated. Firstly, based on the assumption of random event in CKD, we define 50% as the baseline probability of one CKD pathological type. Further, excess probabilities were calculated by the frequency of clinical indices occurring in each CKD pathological type, which is defined as positive probability (PP) or negative probability (NP). Consequently, the prediction probabilities for one special CKD pathological type were calculated by the following method "∑PP − ∑NP + 50%." Also, the sampling error of PP or NP was estimated by their mean levels in CKD patients ( p1 or p2 ), respectively. The final calculation formula of bi-directional accumulation probability model of predicting CKD pathological types in the present study is expressed as "
All 520 cases were less than or equal to CKD Stage 4 according to the Kidney Disease: Improving Global Outcomes Guidelines (2012). In addition, MLN group showed a higher proportion of male patients, while IgAN group showed a lower proportion of male patients. The differences of average duration and serum creatinine among four groups were not significant (P > 0.05). Then, NP or PP of four CKD pathological types was calculated according to the above formula, indicating the tendency of occurring one special pathological type, respectively. Further, in case that similar prediction probabilities occur in two or more than two CKD pathological types, the strategy of differential diagnosis needs to be performed by logistic regression analysis to distinguish between two CKD pathological types. Here, six pairs of logistic differential diagnosis models between each two CKD pathological types were established, and the indices for distinguishing special CKD pathological type were evaluated by value of odds ratio (OR) or the repetition times in order. The higher OR values or the more repetition times of the indices suggest an increased predictive probability of the corresponding pathological type occurring; detailed data are shown in Figure 1 and Supplementary Materials.
In clinical, it is well known that choosing the best treatment strategy for G1-G4 CKD patients depends on the result of CKD pathological diagnosis by renal biopsy and histopathological observation to a large extent. Renal biopsy belongs to a traumatic pathological diagnosis, which can lead to many complications such as renal hemorrhage, perirenal hematoma, mild fever, and gross or microscopic hematuria. In addition, some medical conditions such as coagulation dysfunction or infection make the operation of renal biopsy unfeasible. Some patients are also not willing to accept renal biopsy with surgery. As a result, it is difficult to choose one optimal treatment protocol for CKD patients in case of unknown pathological type. For example, the dosages and treatment cycles of hormones or immunosuppressive agents will be faced a puzzle due to each treatment strategy corresponds to each pathological type. In case of the judgment of the pathological type goes wrong, for example, FSGS is judged incorrectly to be IgAN, the inappropriate treatment in the patients will lead to an increased risk of delayed treatment efficacy or side effects of drugs. So, the statistical prediction of the CKD pathological type becomes valuable for providing a reference of choosing the appropriate treatment strategy in patients. Here, pathological prediction is evaluated by a probability strategy based on the theory of bidirectional probability in CKD patients, and the data are obtained from medical records including the patients' attributes, symptoms, signs and laboratory results.
In this study, statistical analysis was performed to evaluate the difference of the frequency distribution of clinical indices in different CKD pathological types. Then, a method of bi-directional probability (positive or negative) was applied for statistical prediction of the special CKD pathological types. Furthermore, to distinguish the similar probabilities among CKD pathologic types, the method of logistic regression was used, and the cumulative OR values of tendency indices in six pairs of logistic models were analyzed for discriminating the special CKD pathologic type, providing a reference for the accurate prediction of the pathologic type. In conclusions, this prediction method for the noninvasive pathological diagnosis of CKD pathological types based on a statistical perspective is feasible, providing a reference for choosing the optimal treatment strategy for CKD patients in a clinical setting.
Summarily, the present study indicated that statistical prediction of CKD pathological types can be achieved by the present mode of bi-directional probability and logistic regression, expecting to provide an auxiliary advice by the present method due to the unfeasible conditions in renal biopsy. Of course, there are some shortcomings such as the limited sample size and the limited scope of pathological classification. Furthermore, the more secondary glomerular disease and the coexistence of multiple pathological types should also be explored for the mode of prediction or differential diagnosis in future studies. 
Supplementary information is linked to the online version of the paper on the Chinese Medical Journal website.
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FSGS OR2 values ∑OR1-∑OR2
Free-worker Yes; no 3.876 <0 Ca-lower Yes; no 1.957 OR value, value of odds ratio by the analysis of logistic regression model; when the indices of CKD patients were judged as "yes," the values of OR in each CKD pathological type were calculated and summed, respectively; If "No," the values of OR in CKD pathological types are invalid; the judgment of CKD pathological types indicates the group with the larger value of ∑OR, ∑ is a symbol of summation in mathematics.
Supplementary Figure 1:
Theory of bi-directional probability for predicting CKD pathological types. CKD: Chronic kidney disease. 
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